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In the midst of growing concern about global warming, which has become of great importance more than ever, 

a concerted international effort is needed to limit the temperature rise to around 1.5 degrees Celsius. To mitigate 

the worst impact of climate change, a global effort to achieve net zero by 2050 is a must, which is essential to 

cut the emissions to close to zero while the rest is captured from the atmosphere. This ambitious goal would not 

be possible without proper coordination and active participation from the waste management sector and 

industries, which significantly contribute to global greenhouse gas emissions. It is necessary that the net zero 

is aligned with all the actors to cover the scope of controlling emissions occurring at the source and emissions 

associated with the production of energy consumed by the industry. This also includes the indirect emissions 

derived from the industry's activities from sources that are not managed by the industry itself. It is understood 

that at this global scale, the collection of data, processing, and analytics to reach the targeted net zero becomes 

nearly impossible for humans to handle. The application of artificial intelligence (AI), especially machine learning 

and deep learning, among other subsets, could be instrumental in collecting, processing, and analysing big data 

in real-time with automation and optimisation and elucidating trends and patterns of emission and waste 

generation from industries, to name a few. This study aims to systematically assess and map the research trend, 

potentials of AI toward accomplishing net zero, and barriers to AI application in pollution reduction and waste 

management. This systematic review and mapping as complementary approaches could offer vital insights for 

further decision-making among inter-governmental agencies. 

1. Introduction 

While continuing to grapple with the economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, most countries continue to 

boost their recovery plan, among which the industry sector returns to its new normal, following various 

supporting schemes from the government. Environmental degradation, pollution, and inefficient waste 

management practices are back to normal and pose significant challenges to achieving sustainable 

development and mitigating climate change, attributed to the industrial sector, which is the main player in carbon 

dioxide emission. As such, the investment and economic recovery plan should be well harmonised with the net 

zero frameworks, and perhaps not only the policies but also the mandates and standards should be considered 

to make use of all available efficient technologies for pollution reduction and waste management. As energy 

consumption accounted for three‐quarters of greenhouse gas emissions today, a complete transformation with 

the application of advanced technology to monitor, control, and optimise energy consumption at industry sources 

became ample important to limit the long‐term increase in average global temperatures to 1.5 °C (IEA, 2021). 

One could imagine that such a synchronous system to collect and analyse data from different industrial 

processes to minimise pollution emission and waste generation in real-time is beyond human ability to handle. 

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in harnessing the power of artificial intelligence (AI) to address 

these pressing challenges. For example, AI was employed to identify the pollution sources in an industrial paper 

mill (Lotrecchiano et al., 2022a) and for the geo-linked analysis of air quality monitoring in Milan (Lotrecchiano 
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et al., 2022b). By leveraging AI's capabilities in data processing, pattern recognition, and decision-making, 

innovative solutions can be developed to advance pollution reduction strategies and optimise waste 

management practices, contributing to the global goal of achieving net-zero emissions. This paper presents a 

systematic review of the research landscape surrounding the application of AI in pollution reduction and waste 

management. The study aims to provide researchers with background information and direction on the research 

trends, explore the potentials of AI in attaining net-zero emissions, and identify the barriers and challenges 

hindering the widespread implementation of AI in this domain.  

2. Methodology 

The systematic review was conducted to have a systematic bird-eye view of the existing studies and further 

construct the empirical evidence and future research trend while considering, i.e., the limitation and challenges 

of AI application. Figure 1 illustrates the flowchart describing the stepwise process of systematic review and 

mapping (Garces et al., 2022). Note that the application of systematic mapping in the present study was to 

elucidate the research gap and serve as the foresight for future investigations. The research questions were 

concentrated on the research trend of AI applications and potentials toward net zero and barriers to AI 

applications to achieve this net zero (See Table 1). All relevant articles were searched and queried at the second 

step based on the identified keywords. The present study considered the return articles containing the pre-

determined keywords in the abstract published during 2018 – 2022. Boolean operators were used during 

searching and querying in the Scopus database to limit the return result. The primary dataset for the research 

questions was then constructed using the search string ABS (AI applications and (net zero) OR (reducing 

pollution) OR (pollution reduction) OR (waste generation) OR (waste management))). Note that the string "ABS" 

was used to limit the search only to the abstracts of the papers in the Scopus database. 

The primary dataset was then screened by reading the abstract, title, and keyword with the use of Mendeley 

software to exclude any unrelated or duplicated articles. The relevant articles were classified based on the 

research questions (See Table 1), and this extracted dataset was systematically reviewed to address the pre-

determined research questions. This extracted dataset was classified according to schemes to construct the 

systematic mapping (See Figure 1). Systematic mapping of scientific publications was then conducted using 

VOSViewer (Donthu et al., 2021). A map of keyword co-occurrence was constructed based on all keywords 

retrieved from the bibliographic database and using fractional counting and at least five occurrences per 

keyword. The total strength of the co-occurrence linked among keywords was then calculated and presented.   

  

Figure 1: Systematic review and mapping processes 
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Table 1: Research questions on AI application to pollution reduction and waste management toward net zero 

Research Questions (RQ) 

RQ1 What is the research trend of AI applications toward net zero? 

RQ2 What are the potentials of AI applications in reducing pollution and waste generation at industry sources? 

RQ3 What are the potentials of AI applications in pollution emission associated with the production of energy 

consumption by industry? 

RQ4 What are the barriers to AI application to pollution reduction and waste management toward net zero? 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 RQ1: What is the research trend of AI applications toward net zero? 

The research trend of AI applications toward achieving net-zero emissions is characterised by the growing 

interest and multidisciplinary approaches during the last few years, as shown in the annual publication (See 

Figure 2). For example, researchers from various fields, primarily from computer science, environmental 

science, engineering, and energy, are actively exploring the potential of AI to address the challenges of pollution 

reduction and waste management in the pursuit of net-zero emissions, as it is illustrated in publications by 

subject areas (Figure 3). The co-occurrence analysis of all keywords considering at least five occurrences per 

keyword described in Figure 4 underscores the interconnected nature of these research domains. This highlights 

the pivotal role of AI in addressing pollution and waste-related challenges and emphasises the need for 

interdisciplinary collaboration to achieve sustainable solutions in optimising energy systems, smart cities, 

environmental monitoring, and pollution control, among others. China, which is followed closely by India and the 

United States, is leading in published research output related to AI applications in pollution reduction and waste 

management (see Table 2). Chinese researchers are actively investigating the application of AI for pollution 

monitoring with the use of self-powered flexible sensors (Zheng et al., 2022), waste classification with future 

work on the improvement of image recognition at low-level information of edges and boundaries of objects and 

materials (Lu et al., 2022), sustainable waste management practices, and circular economy integration, 

especially in the current research trend of Digital Twin Technology (Cheah et al., 2022).  

 

Figure 2: Annual publication on AI Application to Pollution Reduction and Waste Management toward Net Zero 

 

Figure 3: Publications by subject areas 
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Figure 4: Co-occurrence analysis of all keywords considering at least five occurrences per keyword 

Table 2: Top ten publication countries 

Country/Territory Number of Articles Published 

China 17 

India 14 

United States 13 

United Kingdom 6 

Germany 5 

Saudi Arabia 5 

Malaysia 4 

France 3 

Italy 3 

South Korea 3 

3.2 RQ2: What are the potentials of AI applications in reducing pollution and waste generation at 
industry sources? 

The rapid advancement of artificial intelligence (AI) includes its traditional uses and has been recognised as a 

crucial technology in reducing waste generation, particularly at industrial sources. A recent study by Abou et al. 

(2021) demonstrated that AI techniques, specifically transfer learning, can facilitate the development of circular, 

smart cities and a circular economy by enabling automated recycling. Initially, this approach could be applied to 

recycling smartphones and other electronic waste industries. Cheng et al. (2021) stressed the importance of 

adopting a green intelligent production design strategy based on service design. This strategy transforms 

traditional manufacturing into smart industries by incorporating technologies like the Internet of Things (IoT), AI, 

and others. In fact, Cheng et al. (2021) utilised system service design thinking to provide managerial and 

technical guidance, aiming to reduce pollution and waste generation at each stage of the manufacturing process, 

achieving the goals and values of intelligent green manufacturing. To achieve net-zero emissions, the use of AI 

in industries, particularly through the adoption of robotics, has proven instrumental in reducing carbon intensity 

(Liu et al., 2022). This study also indicated that AI applications effectively decreased carbon intensity in labor- 

and technology-intensive industries. While exploring the implementation of AI in production flow management 

within the automotive industry, Amejwal et al. (2022) indicated that AI, along with other technologies such as 

the Internet of Things (IoT), radio-frequency identification (RFID), and cyber-physical systems (CPS), was 

commonly used to minimise production time and ensure on-time delivery. In addition to its extensive application 

in the manufacturing sector, AI has also proven to be a valuable tool in on-site construction waste management 

(Ali et al., 2019). This advanced implementation system, integrated with AI technology, can assist the 

construction industry in using fewer resources, reducing waste, and improving productivity (Vickranth et al., 

2019). 
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3.3 RQ3: What are the potentials of AI applications in pollution emission associated with the production 
of energy consumption by industry? 

The significant potential of AI applications in addressing pollution emissions associated with industrial energy 

consumption lies in energy optimisation, which involves optimising energy usage while minimising pollution 

emissions throughout industrial processes. One early example is the utilisation of an AI control strategy with an 

application program interface (API) protocol based on the nearly zero energy building technology in smart 

microgrids (Yu et al., 2020). By harnessing the computational power of machine learning algorithms to analyse 

large amounts of data and identify patterns, a supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system 

structure with online monitoring of energy consumption and environmental parameters proved effective in 

monitoring and optimising power management control strategies and heat recovery efficiency in real-world 

buildings. Additionally, a recent study highlighted that AI has the potential to reduce carbon emissions, 

particularly in advanced technology mega-infrastructure, by optimising industrial structures, enhancing 

information infrastructure, and fostering green technology innovation (Chen et al., 2022). The monitoring and 

control aspects and predictive maintenance become increasingly challenging for humans in the context of mega-

infrastructure. Also, the loss of energy due to human error or mismanagement of industrial processes could no 

longer be detected; however, an end-to-end solution of an anomaly detection system, an unsupervised learning 

model, could be a solution to detect these anomalies as it was a proof of concept in a German manufacturing 

company (Kaymakci et al., 2021). The potential of AI applications could also be observed in renewable energy 

integration and smart grid management. For example, smart grid AI technologies enable effective connection 

and management of renewable energy sources such as solar, wind, and hydrogen. These technologies allow 

for real-time balancing and optimisation of power supply and demand (Liu et al., 2022). 

3.4 RQ4: What are the barriers to AI application to pollution reduction and waste management toward 
net zero? 

Despite the potential benefits of using AI for pollution reduction and waste management, several significant 

challenges need to be addressed. One such challenge is integrating AI with IoT devices, which involves 

overcoming technical barriers such as coordination issues among IoT devices in real-time applications, the 

heterogeneity and interoperability of IoT devices, security and privacy protocols in various wireless 

environments, as well as accuracy and latency problems when transferring data in real-time (Albreem et al., 

2021). Due to the complex nature of waste characteristics and the diverse sources of pollution, a substantial 

amount of data is required to train the machine and deep learning algorithms. The lack of sufficient data poses 

another barrier to implementing AI in waste management applications, such as predicting waste generation, 

detecting trash bins, optimizing routes for dump trucks, and classifying waste (Ihsanullah et al., 2022). In such 

a case, government regulatory policies on data sharing and AI implementation in waste management could be 

a solution. Additionally, the reliability and quality of data obtained from the internet present another obstacle for 

machine learning, as errors can occur due to data format and collection methods. The selection of an appropriate 

AI model is also challenging due to the opaque nature of AI, often referred to as a black box. Estimating the 

importance of individual input parameters becomes difficult, leading to uncertainty in applying such models 

(Ihsanullah et al., 2022). The implementation of AI technology in the waste industry is hindered by the diversity 

and disparity of technologies used worldwide, while the shortage of skilled AI workers remains a prominent 

barrier for the waste industry. Therefore, in-depth collaborative research and development between 

multidisciplinary approaches could potentially address this AI technology development and adoption. 

4. Conclusions 

This study provides an insight into the research landscape surrounding the application of AI in pollution reduction 

and waste management, with a specific focus on achieving net-zero emissions. Through systematic mapping, 

valuable insights into the prevailing research trends, potentials of AI, and barriers hindering its widespread 

implementation are presented. This analysis not only showcases the current state of knowledge but also 

highlights gaps that warrant further investigation. By identifying these research trends, we can guide future 

studies and foster interdisciplinary collaborations to address critical knowledge gaps and push the boundaries 

of AI applications in pollution reduction and waste management. For example, optimising energy systems, 

integrating circular economy practices, advancing pollution monitoring and control mechanisms, and enhancing 

waste management efficiency are just a few areas where AI can contribute significantly. However, the successful 

implementation of AI in pollution reduction and waste management is not without its challenges. Through the 

identification of technological, economic, policy, and social barriers, future work needs to understand these 

barriers that impede the widespread adoption of AI solutions. Understanding these challenges is crucial for 

policymakers, practitioners, and researchers to devise strategies and interventions that address these barriers 
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effectively. The findings imply the need for continued research and development to unlock the full potential of 

AI in tackling environmental challenges and advancing sustainable practices toward net zero.
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